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  God’s Bomb 
There is nothing new in the world 

except the history you do not know.
Harry Truman

A T 7:30 ON THE CLEAR MORNING 
of August 5, 1945, sirens blared throughout 
the Japanese city of Hiroshima. It was an 
‘all clear’ message, letting its 350, 0  0 0 
residents know that it was safe to go outside. 
   At that very same moment, two miles over 
the island of Iwo Jima, an ordnance expert 
was crouching in the bomb bay of the B-29 
bomber Enola Gay, arming the single most 
powerful weapon man had ever devised. 
   Precisely 45 minutes later, the city of 
Hiroshima was wiped off the face of the 
earth, along with about 40 percent of its 
inhabitants. Notified 16 hours later of the 
atomic bombing mission’s ‘terrible success,’ 

U.S. President Harry Truman exclaimed, 
“This is the greatest thing in history!” 

                               Hiroshima, painting by Ron Cole

   During his first radio address to the nation 
after the mission, Truman spoke of the 
bomb in religious terms, thanking God “that 
it has come to us instead of to our enemies,” 
and praying that “He may guide us to use it 
in His ways and for His purposes.”   
   For years afterward, historians and others 
would debate whether or not Truman’s 
decision to drop the bomb on Japan was 
justified—which might be considered a bit 
odd, since in fact, he never made it.
   It wasn’t until August 10—the day after a 
second bomb was dropped on Nagasaki—
that Truman made his first explicit decision 
about the use of the bombs, and it wasn’t, of 
course, to use them. It was instead, to stop 
using them. As cabinet member Henry A. 
Wallace noted in his diary: “Truman said he 
had given orders to stop the bombing. 
He said the thought of wiping out another 
10 0, 0  0 0 people was too horrible.”



   Truman’s giving the order to stop was, in 
fact, redundant: At the time, the U.S. had 
only one more atomic bomb, and it 
wouldn’t be ready for several more weeks.   
   To be sure, the Army wasn’t planning to 
stop with two, or even three. Plans were in 
motion to build one more uranium bomb 
and up to twelve more plutonium bombs 
(like the one dropped on Nagasaki) in the 
event the Japanese failed to surrender. 
From the time the first bomb was success-
fully tested, the use of these awesome new 
weapons was virtually guaranteed—which 
is another curiosity, since almost no one 
actually wanted them to be used.
   Not America’s military: seven of the 
country’s eight top officers—none of whom 
were consulted in advance of the bombings
—called the bombs’ use either militarily 
unnecessary, morally reprehensible, or both.
   Not Truman’s civilian advisors: virtually 
all of them were also opposed, especially 
without first warning the Japanese by way 
of a demonstration in an unpopulated area. 
(An option that was quickly discarded out 
of concern that the bomb was too precious 
to ‘waste’ on a demonstration, or that it 
might turn out to be an embarrassing dud.)
   And certainly not the Japanese: neither the 
estimated 140, 0  0 0 immediately killed in 
the blasts, nor the thousands of dazed, 
scorched survivors, wandering among the 
smoking ruins like the walking dead.                                              
   The three men actually responsible for the 
decision to proceed with the bombing were 
Gen. Leslie Groves, head of the Manhattan 
Project; Gen. Curtis LeMay, who was in 
charge of the conventional bombing of 
Japan; and Secretary of State James Byrnes.    
   Groves ordered the bombs to be dropped 
“as soon as made ready,” later recalling, “As 
far as I was concerned, [Truman’s] decision 
was one of noninterference—basically a 
decision not to upset the existing plans.”   

   LeMay was only informed of the Enola 

Gay’s mission shortly before giving the final 
go-ahead for it to take off. It was Byrnes, 
the top advisor to the president, who 
controlled all the basic decision-making.
   The fact is that by mid-1945, the war 
against a devastated Japan was already won, 
and America’s political and military leaders 
all knew it. Byrnes was aware that Japan 
was ready to surrender, on the sole 
condition that its emperor be spared. In fact, 
the military had already decided to allow 
the emperor to remain, in hopes that he 
could be used after the war to help control 
the Japanese people. Still, Byrnes continued 
to insist on unconditional surrender. 
   But once Stalin committed to entering the 
war on August 8, Byrnes knew that would 
end it. Fearing Japan would surrender to 
Russia—allowing it to occupy post-war 
Japan—Truman persuaded Stalin to delay. 
His goal was “to get Russia in as quickly as 
we could, and then keep it out of Japan.”    
   Even more importantly, it was imperative 
that Stalin understood the power of the 
atomic bomb, and that required using it. In 
essence, the bombs were the first shots fired 
in the monumentally-misnamed ‘Cold War.’
   The oft-repeated claim that the bomb saved 
a half million American lives being lost in a 
land invasion of Japan was a postwar fabri-
cation. Not only was an invasion unneeded, 
but the worst case casualty rate projected by 
the U.S. military itself was only 46, 0  0 0.   
   Not only didn’t the bomb save lives, but 
Japan ultimately surrendered under virtually 
the same terms the U.S. had refused to offer 
it seven months—and tragically, 65, 0  0 0 
American casualties!—earlier.
   Leo Szilard, the physicist whose 1939 letter 
to Einstein spurred the development of the 
atomic bomb, later wrote, “Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki was a war crime. If Harry Truman 
was not a war criminal, no one ever was.”


